Optimizing Patient Care
with NVIDIA Virtual GPU
Solutions and Citrix
Delivering Cost-Effective, High Value Healthcare with
NVIDIA Virtual GPU Solutions

NVIDIA virtual GPU delivers cost-effective performance.
Doctors, nurses, and staff can have access to virtualized
EMR applications, PACS, and business applications,
anywhere, on any device with a consistent user
experience.
Enhance
Productivity
and Mobility

Reduce
Infrastructure
Costs

Enhance
Security

NVIDIA DELIVERS RESULTS FOR
HEALTHCARE CUSTOMERS
Saved 30-50 minutes per day for doctors and nurses through
fast roaming access
100+ radiology stations using virtual workstations resulting
in increased accuracy and speed of image interpretation
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With NVIDIA Virtual GPU and Citrix solution,
healthcare organizations can ﬁnally realize a fully
virtualized workforce, with a dramatically lower
cost per user. We deliver graphic accelerated
workspace that rivals performance of a physical
PC, while ensuring accessibility from anywhere,
keeping patient data secure, and increasing user
density. All of these spell productivity and
efﬁciency, ultimately improving quality of
patient care and outcomes.
Increase mobility and remotely supplement
diagnostic work
Cost effectively scale VDI to more users

Enabled 2x user density at 2/3 cost on Windows 10 VDI with
NVIDIA GRID
IT department remained ﬂat while the total number of
endpoints has grown by 35%
250,000 radiographic examinations per year can be done
remotely, securely, and without image quality loss
2-person IT team manages 300-600 users of virtual
workstations running graphics intensive dental software

At HIMSS’19, join us
to witness
The power of NVIDIA and Citrix
technologies in action
3D volumetric viewing and editing of
medical images remotely

Broaden accessibility of patient information
while ensuring data security

PRODUCT SCOPE:
The NVIDIA Quadro Virtual Data Center Workstation
(Quadro vDWS) is positioned for virtualizing PACS
images used by radiologist/physicians/specialists
The NVIDIA GRID Virtual PC/Virtual Apps (GRID
vPC/vApps) is positioned for general purpose VDI in
the healthcare setting

Meet us at Citrix Ready Partner Pavilion
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Find more information at
Citrix Ready Partner Pavilion microsite

